The goal of studying based on the characters is to form the positive character by the child through the developing of the characters on intensive. That is including the aspects of knowing, loving, and acting the good. This method will form the class atmosphere become friendly, togetherness, support and respect to the other. The application of characters are consists of: (a) loving God with all His creation, (b) stand alone, discipline and responsibility, (c) respect and good manners, (d) leadership and helping, (e) self confidence and creative, (f) kind and not arrogant, (g) cleanliness and health.

The goal of this research is to describe (1) the process of studying based on the characters, (2) the reach of result studying based on the characters. This research uses the approach goal oriented evaluation. The subject of the research is the teachers which are 7 persons.

The process of studying based on the characters in TK Kemala Bhayangkari 23 Bandar Lampung is on each aspects already doing by the teachers with often good categories a like planning, implementation and evaluation of studying. In the indicators that there is forbidden to break the creation of GOD (animals, plants, and environment) the studies enter to fewer categories, because during a research they only have one time to do it. The result of achievement from studying based on the characters there is happen raising category become good (raising up to 50%) as many as 11 indicators to all aspects, but for 2 indicators are to know who created himself and the environment and to forbidden break the creation of God (animals, plants, and environment) it is not get the scorers because the teachers get difficult to give the score on that both of indicators.
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